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“[A] vibrant intellectual history of the radical
right.”—The Atlantic
“This sixty-year campaign to make libertarianism
mainstream and eventually take the government itself is
at the heart of Democracy in Chains. . . . If you're
worried about what all this means for America's future,
you should be.”—NPR
An explosive exposé of the right’s relentless campaign
to eliminate unions, suppress voting, privatize public
education, stop action on climate change, and alter the
Constitution.
Behind today’s headlines of billionaires taking over our government is a secretive political
establishment with long, deep, and troubling roots. The capitalist radical right has been working not
simply to change who rules, but to fundamentally alter the rules of democratic governance. But
billionaires did not launch this movement; a white intellectual in the embattled Jim Crow South did.
Democracy in Chains names its true architect—the Nobel Prize-winning political economist James
McGill Buchanan—and dissects the operation he and his colleagues designed over six decades to
alter every branch of government to disempower the majority.
In a brilliant and engrossing narrative, Nancy MacLean shows how Buchanan forged his ideas about
government in a last gasp attempt to preserve the white elite’s power in the wake of Brown v. Board
of Education. In response to the widening of American democracy, he developed a brilliant, if
diabolical, plan to undermine the ability of the majority to use its numbers to level the playing field
between the rich and powerful and the rest of us.
Corporate donors and their right-wing foundations were only too eager to support Buchanan’s work
in teaching others how to divide America into “makers” and “takers.” And when a multibillionaire on
a messianic mission to rewrite the social contract of the modern world, Charles Koch, discovered
Buchanan, he created a vast, relentless, and multi-armed machine to carry out Buchanan’s strategy.
Without Buchanan's ideas and Koch's money, the libertarian right would not have succeeded in its
stealth takeover of the Republican Party as a delivery mechanism. Now, with Mike Pence as Vice
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President, the cause has a longtime loyalist in the White House, not to mention a phalanx of
Republicans in the House, the Senate, a majority of state governments, and the courts, all carrying
out the plan. That plan includes harsher laws to undermine unions, privatizing everything from
schools to health care and Social Security, and keeping as many of us as possible from voting. Based
on ten years of unique research, Democracy in Chains tells a chilling story of right-wing academics
and big money run amok. This revelatory work of scholarship is also a call to arms to protect the
achievements of twentieth-century American self-government.
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PDF/ePub/Mobi/Mp3/Txt, Are you looking for democracy in chains PDF?. If you are areader who
likes to download democracy in chains Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your laptop, Kindle or
iPhone, there are more options now than ever before. Perhaps because of the growing popularity of
Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just because people want choices, it is now possible
to get democracy in chains Pdf and any kind of Ebook you want downloaded to almost any kind of
device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading democracy in chains Pdf? You may think
better just to read democracy in chains Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in paperbacks or
hardcovers? The answer is that, while print books are great and will never become obsolete, there
are definite advantages to the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read democracy in chains electronically, as you are
saving all that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you download
than to buy them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally, democracy
in chains Pdf in electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can easily
download democracy in chains Pdf to read on the plane or the commuter train, whereas print books
are heavy and bulky.
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